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Chapter 1:
Introduction
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Background & Purpose of Strategy

1.1

ELG Planning have been commissioned by Oldham Council and Historic England to undertake
the Oldham Mills Strategy in order to develop a positive strategy for the sustainable future of
the remaining textile mill stock across the Borough.

1.2

Oldham has a rich industrial heritage and the original brief included a total of 106 mills across
the town. However, of these, 19 non-listed mills have already been converted or have
consent for conversion, with a further 9 mills having been demolished or having consent for
demolition and 14 are listed, with 3 of the listed mills having already been converted (Shore
Mill, Hey Lane Mill & Throstle Nest Mill). The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act 1990 recognises that Listed Buildings are of special architectural or historic
interest and Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) have a duty to pay special regard to the
desirability of preserving a Listed Building, its setting, or any features of special architectural
or historic interest which it possesses. In view of the statutory protections in place in relation
to Listed Buildings pursuant of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990, the listed mills across Oldham have not been assessed as part of this project.

1.3

On this basis, a total of 64 mills have been assessed as part of the Oldham Mills Strategy, as
detailed overleaf (Table 1.1).
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Table 1.1: Breakdown of Mills
Listed Mills
(*Converted Listed
Mills)

Converted /
Demolished Mills

Anchor Mill

Bailey Mills

Brownhill Bridge Mill

Chadderton Mill

Devon Mill

Hartford Works

Lees Brook Mill

Lion Mill

Manor Mill

Nile Mill

Regent Mill

Shore Mill*

Hey Lane Mill*

Throstle Nest Mill*

Hartford Mill

Bell Mill

Harrop Court Mill

Holden Fold Mills

Maple Mill (No.1)

Ridgefield Mill

Textile Mill

Windsor Mill

United Mill

Albion Mill

Alexandra Mill

Bank Mill

Buckley New Mill

Denshaw Vale Works

Diggle Mill

Eagle Mill

Lydgate Mill

Royal George Mills

Spring Meadow Works

Spring Mill

Stone Bottom Mill

Tame Water Mill

Tunstead Clough Mill

Victoria Mill

Walk Mill

Wall Hill Mill

Wright Mill

Ace Mill (Gorse Mill No.2)

Adelaide Mill

Albert Mills

Alliance Mill

Austerlands Mill

Bee Mill

Belgrave Mill

Bell Mill (Claremont St)

Briar Mill

Britannia Mill

Cairo Mill

Delta Mill

Dob Lane End Mill

Duke Mill

Earl Mill

Elm Mill (Newby Mill)

Falcon Mill (Weaving Shed)

Fir Mill (Vernon Works)

Forge Mill (Hope Mill)

Fountain Mill

Gatehead Mill

Gorse Mill

Grape Mill

Greenfield Mills

Greengate Mills

Haybottom Mill

Heron Mill

Ivy Mill

Jubilee Mill

Jubilee (Fulling) Mill

Kinders Lane Mill

Knarr Mill

Lane End Mill

Lilac Mill

Lily Mills

Longrange Mill (Orme

Victoria Mills
Remaining Mills

Mill)
Lumb Mill

Majestic Mill (Lower Mill)

Malta Mill
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Marlborough Mill (No.1)

Morton Mill

Oak View Mills

Osborne Mill

Paradise Mill

Pingle Mill

Prince of Wales Mill

Ram Mill

Rasping Mills (Valley
Mill)

Raven Mill

Slackcote Mills

Springfield Mills

Springfield Works

Stockfield Mill

Swan Mill

Thornham Mill

Vale Mill (Chamber Mill)

Vale Mill

Vine Mill

Warth Mill

Waterside Mill

Wellington Mills

Werneth Mill

Werneth Mills

Woodend Mill

Figure 1.1: Location of Existing Mills

1.4

The mills form a unique part of Oldham’s landscape and, with the topography of the town,
are important when considering views and vistas from higher grounds. It is likely that many
local people associate the mills with the identity of the town, either in a positive way or a
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negative way. The mills are the foundations of Oldham’s heritage and culture and this is
reflected by artist’s impressions and poems about Oldham and its mills. However, despite
being responsible for the growth of Oldham, some mills are likely to attract negative
connotations where they fall into disrepair, become vacant or attract anti-social behaviour.
Communities are likely to feel the loss of the industrial past, the impact of high unemployment
and the adverse effect of vacant or declining sites. Such sites can detract investment and
discourage new development.

1.5

However, the majority of the remaining mills across Oldham remain in good condition and are
in active use, particularly those mills within established employment areas providing wellutilised premises for a range of employment generating uses. There are however some
notable exceptions where mills have stood vacant for a prolonged period and, as a result,
have fallen into disrepair and attracted anti-social behaviour. These mills have become
blights on local communities and it is therefore important that these sites are repurposed in
order to secure their long term sustainability and deliver positive outcomes for local
communities.

1.6

The population of Oldham has grown by around 7.8% since 2001 and a further 8.2% increase
is forecast in the period to 2037. The current housing requirement for the Borough is a
minimum of 692 homes per annum utilising the standard methodology, although the revised
2019 draft of the ‘Greater Manchester’s Plan for Homes, Jobs and the Environment – the Greater
Manchester Spatial Framework’ (GMSF) identifies a housing requirement of 752 dwellings per
annum in the period 2018-2037, which equates to 14,290 homes in total over the same
period. The identified housing need represents a significant increase over the requirement of
289 homes per annum set out within the adopted Local Plan and the Borough’s topography
and tight Green Belt boundary represent key challenges to the delivery of the required level
of new housing in the period to 2037. A large proportion of the remaining mills lie within the
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urban area and therefore offer a potential opportunity to deliver new housing through the
redevelopment of previously developed land in accessible locations in line with the aims and
objectives of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

1.7

There are a range of allocated Business Employment Areas (BEAs) and Saddleworth
Employment Areas (SEAs) across the Borough to provide for a broad and diverse range of
employment generating uses, which will help meet the needs of a changing local economy
and provide opportunities for investment for new businesses and existing firms. There are a
number of other established industrial / trading estates across the Borough which are not
formally allocated for employment use within the adopted Development Plan but which
provide low cost employment premises for a range of types of business.

1.8

The recent SIF Refresh has assessed the Borough’s designated BEAs and SEAs to see how
they could accommodate key employment sectors. The sectors identified as being key for
Oldham were construction; health and social care; digital industries; business and
professional services; manufacturing sub sectors; and logistics. The work concluded that
some of the Borough’s BEAs and SEAs may not be attractive to any priority sector and some
may be attractive to one or two of the sectors. However, the Foxdenton, Hollinwood and
Greengate / Broadgate BEAs were singled out for having the greatest potential to attract and
accommodate priority sectors. The overwhelming majority of the remaining mills lie within
established employment areas and therefore have the potential to meet future employment
needs.

1.9

Historic England and YouGov have previously canvassed the public for their opinions on the
importance of mills and found that 90% of adults in England believe that historic mills are an
important part of the country’s heritage, story and character and 85% do not want to see
historic mills demolished and replaced. The Oldham Mills Strategy is seeking to develop a
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positive strategy for the remaining textile mills across the Borough. The project will be
underpinned by a robust assessment of the landscape and heritage / townscape value of the
individual mills, as well as viability considerations which will be fundamental to the long term
sustainability of the remaining mills, to establish which are no longer fit for purpose, which
should remain and how the Oldham Council can ensure their sustainable future through an
action plan.

1.10

The mills are an important resource, however, they need to be managed to ensure a
sustainable future in making the best use of the mills going forward. There are pressures for
housing growth and for ensuring there is an appropriate, modern and fit for purpose
employment land supply across Oldham. The NPPF (Paragraph 117) encourages the re-use
of brownfield land and underused buildings and so the mill sites may have potential to
accommodate some of this growth, as well as playing an important role to meet employment
needs or other uses.

1.11

Essentially, the Mills Strategy will identify the remaining non-listed mills which are of
particular landscape and heritage value and will set out a robust strategy to ensure their
sustainable future, which will consider their potential for future development for residential,
employment or other uses.

1.12

This outcome will serve several other purposes around economic, social and environmental
objectives:

▪

Regeneration – having a clear strategy on mills will help to identify regeneration
priorities with regards to Oldham’s industrial heritage and help focus Oldham’s
identity and vision. It will identify which mills should be retained and which should
form part of an action plan to ensure they are conserved and enhanced through their
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conversion and reuse. It will help clarify which mills are not of significance and could
become available as alternative sites for development as opportunities arise.

▪

Housing – a positive strategy for mills will contribute towards meeting Oldham’s
Local Housing Need. Mills that form part of the action plan may be converted for
housing, contributing towards making efficient use of brownfield land. In addition,
unlisted mills that are identified as not being of significance may be able to be cleared
for housing, where opportunities arise. The mills strategy will help give certainty to
developers.

▪

Jobs – implementation of the strategy will help to provide jobs from construction /
conversion related activity to the end use of the mills where employment is secured.
Many mills are already in established employment use and often mills have an
important role in providing low cost premises for certain employment uses. There
could also be opportunities for refurbishing the mills for modern day and fit for
purpose employment use. In addition, heritage led regeneration leads to increased
spending in the wider area and therefore secondary jobs could result from the
enhancement of mills.

▪

Funding opportunities – the action plan will look at available funding opportunities
which could be explored to help with the costs and viability of securing a sustainable
future for mills.

▪

Evidence Base – the Mills Strategy will form part of the evidence base on heritage
and employment land to support the Local Plan and planning applications. It could
also be used as part of a wider heritage strategy if this was considered in the future.
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▪

Landscape – an important part of the Mills Strategy specific to Oldham, given its
topography and Oldham’s Town Centre position on a hill is to understand the
landscape contribution of mills and the role they play in important views and vistas
which give Oldham its unique identity and local distinctiveness. The Mills Strategy
seeks to identify individual mills and / or clusters that make a highly significant
landscape contribution to the character of Oldham and which should be protected
and enhanced.

▪

Environment – the effective use of land and buildings helps to minimise the need for
development on greenfield land, including the release of Green Belt and Other
Protected Open Land (OPOL). It makes environmental sense - reducing the amount
of minerals needed for redevelopment through re-use of materials and local fabric
which helps reinforce local identity.

Structure of Strategy

1.13

The Mills Strategy is structured as follows:

1.14

Section 2 provides a history of the growth in textile mills in Oldham and how this reached its
zenith in 1926, followed by a period of decline. This section also considers the architectural
character and form of the textile mills and how this was influenced by the advancements in
machinery following the industrial revolution.

1.15

Section 3 provides a brief overview of the future development needs of the local area over
the development plan period.
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1.16

Section 4 provides an executive summary of the Landscape Overview prepared by Martin
Woolley Landscape Architects, which forms a companion report to the wider Mills Strategy.

1.17

Section 5 provides an assessment of the significance of each mill based on the archaeological
interest, historic interest (which may be illustrative or associative) and its architectural /
aesthetic interest. It also identifies the contribution of each mill to the sense of place
experienced within that area.

1.18

Section 6 undertakes an assessment of the housing potential of the remaining mill stock.

1.19

Section 7 provides an overview of the employment potential of the remaining mill stock.

1.20

Section 8 categorises the individual mills as high, medium or low priority based upon the
landscape, heritage and housing / employment potential assessments.

1.21

Section 9 summarises the findings of the study and outlines key policy recommendations,
strategies and action plans.

